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Hhb cdr 850

DESCRIPTION Cd Recorder/Player [November 16, 2006] Discriminatory audio enthusiast [Mar 06, 2003] Jay3 AudioPhile [Jul 12, 1999] howez audiophile page 1 of 4 Steve Cunningham Compact Disc has become so widely used and accepted that it almost overtook the cassette as an audio recording
medium. Empty CDs are now cheaper than empty cassettes of similar length. They don't degrade with more plays. They're a medium with a random approach, and given the good recording technique, they sound better than cassette tapes. But the CD burner isn't as simple as a tape recorder uninicate.
HHB has made a good attempt to solve this problem with the CDR-850 Professional Compact Disc Recorder. London's HHB tried to make the 850 feel as operational as possible as a professional tape recorder. In other words, all the advanced features and gozintas and gozoutas are there, but anyone
who can make a cassette can burn a CD with this machine. The 850 is a standalone CD burner, which means it doesn't require a computer connection to make its magic. Standalone CD burners have several advantages over computer-powered CD burners. The most obvious of these is that the
standalone burner does not bind the computer while burning the CD, while burning the CD using the computer attracts its full attention and does not allow you to do anything else until the burn is complete. If you happen to be waiting for an urgent email from a client, it's best not to burn the CD on your
computer, as you probably can't get an email until the CD is finished. MINE, IT'S CERTAINLY... PURPLE The first thing a man notices at 850 is his color, not that it's a bad thing. The 2U front panel is finished in HHB's corporate purple, presumably to remind you to buy your empty CDs from HHB in their
distinctive purple packaging. The CD tray is mounted in the middle, just above the multifunction display, and all CDs go into the tray as usual with the label above. There is an LED indicator just above the CD tray that glows in different colors depending on whether you are recording, playing, or in the case
of a CD-RW deletion. The left side of the front panel contains a power button and additional keys that deal with setting and deleting record number IDs, finalizing and deleting them, along with the important MENU key. On the right are transport controls, a rotary input selector, concentric buttons on the left
and right level of the record, and a headphone jack with a level control. The back plate is a cornucopia gozinta and gozoutas. Analog inputs and outputs are available on both balanced XLRs and unbalanced RCAs, and these RCAs are a gilded variety – quality indicator 850. Analog XLR exits can be set to
deliver -8 dBu or +4 dBu levels. Digital entries include AES/EBU at and S/PDIF on RCA and optical connectors. S/PDIF output is available on both RCA and optical connectors. (HHB recently introduced the CDR-850 PLUS which also includes AES/EBU output on XLR and a separate word clock input.)
Finally, the 850 has an 8-pin DIN connector for an optional hard wired remote control and a ground terminal for picky installations that require it. The 850 also comes with a small infrared remote control that controls basic transportation and tracking selection functions, similar to those on a regular CD
player. However, I found myself using front panel controls almost exclusively. It was not only to get to functions that are not on the remote control, but also because I already have four infrared remote controls in my room, and I can not track them all! I think I should ask for a hard-wired remote, huh? But
the buttons of the front panel are large and have a positive feel, and the INPUT SELECTOR button clicks into place with a satisfactory duvet. This button allows you to specify a digital input (AES/ EBU, optical or coaxial) or analog input (+4dBu XLR, -8dBu XLR or line level). The multifunction display alerts
you if you've selected a digital input source without actually connecting the digital signal to the 850. This seller has not determined the shipping cost for Canada. Please contact them to ask about shipping. Guidance Ended From this entryOwned by Nov. In perfect cosmetic and working condition. Set in
chassis 2u rackmount with sleek, deep metallic purple front panel, the HHB CDR850 is a professional CD burner for use with conventional writing of single CD-R media and CD-RW overwritten discs. Advanced functions include full control over the do not copy status, out/out time, auto-tracking
magnification level settings, auto-stop delay, pattern speed converter on/off, and margin indicator. Full flexibility is provided by four separate recording modes: analogue, digital, and two modes of digital synchro recording. It is also possible that CDR850 automatically finalizes the disc according to the Red
Book standard at the end of recording. When copying from another digital source, be it a CD, DAT, MD, DCC, or DVD, any index or record boot information plays perfectly on the recorded CD; even CD index points, as found on sampling CDs, are duplicated. And with the aircraft's sample speed converter,
any unusual sample rates, including those resulting from varispeed, will be converted to the required 44.1kHz for the CD format. The wide range of professional CDR850 signal interfaces is similarly uncompromising, supporting balanced XLR and unbalanced phono analog inputs and exits, coaxial and
optical digital inputs and exits, and AES/EBU digital input. Exceptional sound quality is ensured by using high-quality converters high-quality components. This item is sold as described and cannot be returned unless it arrives different from described or photographed. Items must be returned in their
original state, as supplied with all the original packaging. Product specifications about this entryHHB CDR850 Stand Alone CD burner. CDR850 is a professional Stand Alone CD burner with professional Balanced XLR inputs/outputs, unbalanced RCA inputs and outputs, Digital AES/EBU Inputs &amp;
Digital Optical &amp; Coaxial output inputs. The recorder comes with the original remote control. Canadian shipping residents is $55.00 via UPSAll other areas are knownProduct SpecsListed3 years beforeConditionVery Good (Used)Very good items can show a few slight marks or scratches, but they are
fully functional and in overall shiny form.learn moreBrandModelCategoriesMade in © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its subsidiaries Manual Library / HHBCompact Disc Recorder (1999) add review SpecificationsDisc format: CDFrequency response:
2Hz to 20kHzDynamic range: 98dBSignal to Noise Ratio: 109dBTotal harmonic distortion: 0.0022%Digital exits: coaxoraksial, opticalDimensions: 482 x 393 x 105mm Weight: 7kgAccessories: remote controlYear: 1999 Downloads instructions / owners manual - Леониd service manual - fouli531 This
website or its third-party tools use cookies, which are necessary for its functioning and necessary to achieve the purposes illustrated in cookie policy. If you want to know more or withdraw consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, moving this page, clicking on
the link or continuing browsing, you otherwise agree to the use of cookies. Cookies.
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